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Message From Your Editors

W

elcome to your spring issue.

the opportunity to savor the flavor of Preston

March 2020 had us discover we

Wade’s recollection of early childhood. With a

are now living in the midst of coping with the

wink he alludes to the fact there may be more

experience of an unprecedented, devastating

tales coming, as he thinks of his teen-age years.

global virus. The resurgence of spring is

A treat for all in Central Virginia is on the

restorative! Thanks to the trained eye of Carol

horizon. Fran Sutherland has us anticipating the

Hammer, we can revel in the beauty of our

bloom of roses in May, while exploring

campus, shown on the covers of this issue.

Lynchburg’s historic Old City Cemetery. A true

Marion Kelly and Fran Sutherland, revealing

Frenchman, John Pelissier has crafted his own

their former colorful neighborhoods, will have

vintage, named – yes, you guessed it – Chateau

you armchair travel from coast to coast. Betty

Westminster.

Lewis and Bill Young convey the joy of their

We welcome Kendall Sydnor as a new

walks, simply drinking in the beauty of nature,

contributor, and thank him for his timely,

close to home or miles away.

pertinent article on the PDDA.

With the assist of Nancy Carwile, we have
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Forest Bathing On The Nature Trail
by Betty Lewis

W

e all know the feeling. What is it

The scarlet feathers of a cardinal, perched

that lures us to simply go outside? Is

on an evergreen, easily catches our attention.

it a call from nature? Can we put our finger on

My mind starts wandering, and I realize that

it? We don’t need to. Most of us spend enough

were I an avid bird watcher, or one of the bird

time indoors, we’re easily aware of the good

counters, I might discover there are as many

feeling of getting outdoors. With no objective in

different varieties of birds inhabiting or visiting

mind, we head out.

our trail as there are varieties of trees. Breaking

It was one of those crisp, clear days when

the silence, a bird’s call has me wishing I knew

my forester friend dropped by. Both of us had

the species. We decide it’s a Whippoorwill

been confined by a spell of rainy weather and

calling his mate and try to see where he

felt a walk outside would be a genuine treat.

might be.

Not surprisingly, he suggested we follow the

As we continue down the trail, we notice

Nature Trail on our campus. He knew it was

the creek is full. Thanks to recent rains, we can

one of my favorite walks and had taken the trail

follow its sound as it gurgles over the rocks. In

once or twice before with me. For my part,

its course, it faces a continuing challenge to

there is always something gravitating about

pass over rocks and surge past sticks aiming to

simply being there and feeling a part of it.

inhibit its course, as it endeavors to flow. I

Naturally, Cliff instinctively takes notice of

notice the high-water mark along the bank and

the trees. Commenting on them as we walk, he

see a paw print nearby. The creek no doubt

mentions each variety has its own shape of

draws more than one inhabitant of these woods

leaves and variety of barks. (Posted on the trail,

to its waters to drink. Cliff and I begin to

a guide to the trees with respect to identity

reflect on the countless species that call our

readily removes any doubt for the curious.) We

Nature Trail home.

both stroll aimlessly down the trail, each in our

A sense of peace prevails. Often when out

own little world. From time to time, we find

on the Nature Trail, I find myself reflecting on a

ourselves noting irregularities and speculating

line from Pippa Passes, “God’s in His heaven –

on what might have caused this or that.

all’s right with the world.”* As I’m inhaling a

Nature’s way, to me, is one of earth’s mysteries.

couple of deep breaths, sensing the freshness of
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the woods, I turn to Cliff and say, “There’s

therapeutically beneficial to your health! I read

something about walking through here I just

on further and learn that Shinrin-Yoku

love.” He readily retorts, “What you like is

therapists instruct that you should allow as

forest bathing.” “Don’t be silly! How ridiculous,”

much as two hours for your ‘forest bath’ in

I said laughingly. “I’ve never heard of such a

order to totally unplug from the impact of the

thing.” As he describes “forest bathing” and sees

technology of our life today. Leave behind cell

I’m fascinated, he says, “But that’s what you’re

phone, headphones, books and any potentially

doing!”

distracting concerns, (as currently, coronavirus).

Upon returning home, Cliff took out his

“Allow yourself ample time until you become

phone and to my surprise pulled up a treatise on

only aware of the sensuality of the intrinsic

the internet about forest bathing. “Forest

distractions of the natural world.”

bathing” is the English translation of a Japanese
term.** “Shinrin Yoku.” One is literally bathing
in the atmosphere of the forest, internalizing it

*Robert Browning

through all the senses. In the sensuality of our
walk down the trail, we were becoming
gradually “de-stressed,” as we internalized the

** “shinrin yoku” - forest bathing
“shinrin” (forest) “yoku” (bath)

benefits of nature through our senses. Aimlessly
walking, we were unconsciously fulfilling our

Of interest might be Forest Bathing: How Trees

senses. The Japanese have discovered it results

Can Help You Find Health and Happiness by

in a therapeutic sense of well-being. Professional

Dr. Quing Li

forest bathing therapists have discovered the
habit of using the senses as a bridge to the
natural world improves health. Consequently,
the Japanese systematically structure periods of
forest bathing into their lives.
What a rewarding discovery! Time out to
selflessly indulge in our Nature Trail can be
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North Beach Sky Dogs
by Fran Sutherland
Tokan… Tanya… Amarak… Siquinuk… Tatkut… Nanuk… Tokon II…

N

ow how did these four generations

of dogs come to live in the sky…and

how far was it from the sky to the ground?
Well…um, roughly about 30 feet or so. They

and Tatkut in the park one day and called out
from what he regarded as a safe distance…“Are
them those wolves that live in the sky?”
Anyone in North Beach walking down

lived on the roof of a two-story apartment

Water Street in those days could look up and

building, and from their vantage point looking

see a row of heads peering over the roof of an

north they could see clear across the bay to

apartment building. They were consummate

Angel Island and Sausalito; looking east they

greeters, always conversational and amazingly

could see Telegraph Hill; and west, Russian

melodic. They would burst into song anytime

Hill. Not bad for country kids who came to the

of the day or night. Their cue would be a fire

city without a dime and wanted a view

engine, siren or any reasonable facsimile.

apartment. The accommodations weren’t too

Their ability to harmonize was envied by the

shabby either – one large fully carpeted house

neighborhood and their verses had many

about 4’ x 6’ with a view facing southeast and

refrains.

plenty of room for a tangle of huskies.
The work was easy, and meals were

In the 20 years I lived on Water Street, I
never heard a complaint from anyone who

delivered daily. Their chores were minimal and

disliked the dogs or was annoyed because their

consisted mostly of early morning bicycle

sleep had been interrupted by song. Mostly,

training runs throughout the streets of San

neighbors would walk down the street, look up,

Francisco, Aquatic Park and the waterfront,

greet the dogs with a smile… and feel that all

usually in teams of two. Temporary assignments

was well on the home front.

called for “sky dogs” to backpack into

Siquinuk “sun dog” and Tatkut “moon

wilderness areas carrying their own food in and

dog” could frequently be seen tethered to a

trash out in their backpacks. Once Tatkut and

parking meter in front of any number of

Siquinuk were called upon to ride in a

Columbus Street restaurants or coffee houses.

convertible in the Columbus Day parade.

Tatkut was a magically evasive creature and

Their name, “sky dogs,” came from a

had the power to vaporize before your very

neighborhood kid who ran toward Siquinuk

eyes. It wasn’t unusual to get a telephone call
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from an owner or manager of a restaurant in

horse farm, but what he really wanted was to be

North Beach who would call to say he had a big

a house dog with traveling privileges. He was

gray dog at his establishment. Someone would

frightened of electrical storms and could only be

arrive to pick up Tatkut, and there she would be

comforted by being talked to and held in

just outside the kitchen door of one of her

someone’s arms.

favorites holding court with the kitchen help

His first visit to my house was in advance of

and fastidiously nibbling a delicacy, manners

a storm and he must have been surprised to find

that never extended to the home front.

out he was welcome. After that, Keelo would

Then there was Amarak, who had travel

pop up whenever a storm was on its way, and

mania. He knew that there was a territory out

before long, he came for extended visits. I

there just waiting to be claimed, and he left no

eventually tired of calling his people and they

uncharted ground trying to find it. If he were

got tired of coming to pick him up. Finally,

alive today, we could put a GPS tracking device

Keelo made the decision to live with me, which

on his collar and find out exactly where and

was okay with his other people. He had come to

what constituted his business life. He left one

them the way he came to me—just turned up

morning in North Beach and turned up 48

one day and never left, and although they loved

hours later in a yard in San Bruno, about seven

and took good care of him, it was not quite the

miles from home.

housing situation he wanted. Even so, he would

And not to be overlooked…Keelo “spirit

go back to visit them occasionally, sometimes

dog,” who though never a resident of North

for several days at a time. I would miss him,

Beach, was a spiritual member and fellow

drive by his old farm, and see him sitting in the

traveler in every way. Keelo came into my life

yard surveying what I am sure he still

when I moved to North Carolina. Most people

considered to be his own property.

didn’t realize he was a husky. As a southern

There have been other dogs in my life…

born gentleman without a history or tribal

perhaps there will be other stories. Nevertheless,

affiliation, he had to make everything up as he

these wonderful, husky creatures have a huge

went along. His peripatetic wanderings had two

piece of my heart, and I sometimes feel them

underlying reasons: He was a farm dog on a

still surrounding me.
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The Adams Motor Company

The Early Years
by Preston Wade

I

had jobs as a child from the time I was

What job did you have when you were 11?

11. I got a used bicycle for Christmas. I

The open air produce market, Chappel’s

went to work on Main Street in the open air

Market on Main Street, 1100 block, between 12th

market and made enough money to buy myself a

and 11th Street. Up right on the next corner of

new Roadmaster bicycle. I put a bell on it. A

11th was Will White Shoe Company, and that’s

buddy of mine and I rode down Falwell’s Hill on

where I got all my shoes then. Up the street was

501 to Rustburg and coming back up we had to

Coleman Shoes. That’s where I ended up getting

walk all the way. I also had put a speedometer on

all my little girls’ shoes and all of my shoes in later

my bike and going down that hill I had to slow

life.

down; otherwise I might break my speedometer.
We also went to Rustburg because I had
grandparents that lived to the left and to the right,
depending on whether they were Wades or Careys.

Across the street was Snyder and Berman. We
had a lady who’d get on the elevator and take you
up and down. You have buttons now, you know.
One Christmas, Snyder and Berman had a pen,

The country boys would come to Rustburg on

an ink pen, made in Petersburg, Virginia, that

weekends to play ball on the high school field and

would write under water. Now that’s ridiculous,

we went and watched them. That was a long time

but I just had to have one. My parents got me one.

ago. I was probably 11.

I never wrote under water with it. It’s probably
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with all the stuff I have in storage right now.
Two doors removed from the place where I

where they were headed so I just let them off at
5th and Monroe. You go up one block on Monroe

was working, at the open air market, was the

and there was a group of houses side by side.

Sports Shop where you could get a 35-cent blue

Beside one of the houses was a bank with a chain

plate special at lunch time. You had two

link fence at the back side of Adams Motor

vegetables and a roll and then, if you wanted to

Company. The fence was around a lot for the cars

splurge, you could get a piece of French apple pie

with lights, several of them.

that had filling on the top along with raisins. It
was good, too. Shorty Hudson ran it.
When you were 15 years old, you could get a

Up on 5th Street was Adams Motor Company.
Julian Adams, the father, and later Young Julian,
ran it. The lady of the house, as I mentioned a

drivers permit. At this time, my father was

moment ago, had trouble with clientele coming,

working at a produce house at 9th and Jefferson

because there was too much light. So she told a

streets called Canada Produce Company. Across

local doctor, “Please tell Mister Adams to cut off

the street in the J. W. Wood building was the

those lights.” it was hurting her business. It was

Wholesale Grocery Company. The party running it

done and she promised not one of her customers

was the father and grandfather of Sandra Sims

would bother the cars, and they didn’t. And her

who is married to Dick Carrington; they live here

customers returned so they wouldn’t be recognized

at Westminster Canterbury. Today the building

at night. That’s the truth. Are you sure you want

holds “Amazement Square,” a children’s museum.

that in The Recorder?
I would get up at 4:30 in the morning and go

But you were driving a truck?

to load the trucks so we could close the produce

Yes, first a pickup, then next year a larger,

store up by 7. We went straight down and loaded

open-air truck. I would deliver produce to all the

the trucks; we had a large crew, and I’d call on the

mom-and-pop type stores all over Lynchburg.

mom-and-pop stores all over Lynchburg. And

When I was 16 years old, I was driving that truck

when I had a date, we’d go to the movies, and I

down to Hampden-Sydney College to deliver

would go to sleep during the movie; I was tired.

produce. Coming back, there were a group of
soldiers from Camp Pickett, hitchhiking to
Lynchburg for one purpose: the Fourth Street for
the ladies of the night. I loaded them up in the
back of the truck and brought them back; I knew

Weren’t you in school?
This was on the weekend. I’ve been working
my whole life now.
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Washington Friends And Neighbors
by Marion Kelly

W

ashington has been called a number of

the enforcement arm of the U.S. federal court

things: a city of northern charm and

system. Big job! He was able to serve in this

southern efficiency; a town of transients, coming

capacity for only five months because it was

and going as elections change. Actually, it is just

discovered that as provost marshal he had taken

hometown for a large population of military,

guns confiscated from real criminals and sold them

government workers and contractors who live

for personal gain. We never really got to know our

there and keep the place going. Yet in one aspect it

neighbor but followed the court case for months

is unique from other cities.

in the Washington Post and felt that we did. He

When you live in Washington for over 20

was convicted and sent to Allenwood Prison in

years as I did, you are likely to have had neighbors

Pennsylvania for three years. He served only one

or friends who ran afoul of the law in one way or

year and came home all tanned and buffed up to

other and ended up doing time in a federal prison.

resume the work on his lawn.

My list includes three criminals – two neighbors

When I married George, I inherited his coterie

and a friend. There is no point in changing their

of friends, most of them scientists and

names since the New York Times and Washington

environmentalists who had lived, studied and

Post have splashed their names over their front

worked everywhere and were still accomplishing

pages in the past.

remarkable things. It was an exciting time!

Our home on Greely Boulevard in West

One of those friends was David Garett and it

Springfield was in a well-designed subdivision with

was through him that we met my next criminal,

wide streets, big lawns and leafy trees. My

Rita Lavelle, a Californian who came to town

children grew up there and still consider it their

with President Ronald Reagan in 1982. She was

favorite of the many homes they had as Army

appointed to direct the hazardous waste control

brats. Of all the distinctive lawns on Greeley, the

program at Environmental Protection Agency,

most beautiful belonged to Major General Carl

called “superfund,” to clean up chemical spills and

Tuner, who had commanded 25,000 military

hazardous waste dumps. David met her

police and ended up provost marshal general of

professionally and began to see her socially, and

the U.S. Army. Now retired, he spent most of his

we got to know her.

time tending his lovely lawn.
Fate, however, had a greater thing in store for

Somewhat younger than the rest of us and
quite “California,” she was still a genuinely nice

him. President Richard Nixon appointed him chief

person – open, unaffected, guileless. It was a big

of the U.S. Marshals, the agency which serves as

job, and she did well for a while, then they found
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irregularities in the system, murky at best, and she

that it was off the beaten path is less than

was hauled into court. We followed the daily

adequate. When I first saw the area I immediately

proceedings with Rita’s name and face splashed all

thought “this is a place time forgot.” There was a

over the newspapers and television. It was

private gravel road leading down a very steep hill,

merciless.

the river at the bottom, with the road turning and

To help Rita escape, the four of us drove to
Snowshoe once for a ski weekend. We were having

continuing along the river’s edge.
What turned out to be our house was midway

breakfast one morning when Rita overheard

down the hill, two stories, dug into the hill, with a

someone at a nearby table say, “Isn’t that Rita

panoramic view of the river and the other side

Lavelle?” She turned her head and said, “Yes, it

against Fort Foote Park. It was of a contemporary

is,” then turned back and resumed her breakfast.

design, mostly windows to accommodate the

Finally, in 1984, the proceedings ended; she

views. The elderly couple who had built the house

was convicted of lying to Congress and was

were accomplished gardeners and the house came

sentenced to six months in prison. They agreed to

with a grand garden, including the 67 established

let her serve the time in California because her

camellia plants (I once counted them), some of

family was there. She served only three months of

them taller than I. To make certain we took care

the sentence, came back to Washington briefly to

of them, they gave us membership in the

do the morning talk shows, then gathered up her

Washington Camellia Society! Each spring when

things and returned to California to resume the life

the camellias bloomed it was glorious, and we had

she had led before Washington.

our annual wine and cheese garden party.

One of the reasons George liked Washington

Down the hill from us, and along the river,

was its location on the Potomac River, and we

was a house built by Allen Drury, author of

enjoyed the proximity as much as possible –

“Advise and Consent,” a popular best seller,

dining in restaurants on the waterfront and

Pulitzer Prize winner 1960, made into a movie. He

attending activities relating to the river. Then, one

was gone by the time we arrived, but we always

day we decided to explore finding a house near the

spoke of it as “the Allen Drury house.”

Potomac. It took awhile.
The house we ended up with, our last in
Washington, was in Prince Georges County,

These were the Watergate years, and we
followed all of it on television. One of the players
was G. Gordon Liddy who was eventually

Maryland, and we could never have found it
except we were taken there by a realtor. To say

continued on page 12
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Chateau Westminster
by John Pelissier

O

n a visit with one of my 24 nieces during my

wine, which needs no upgrading or alteration and

last trip to France, my daughter and I were

should be treated with respect.)

treated to a flavorful wine drink. I was so impressed

The leaves can come from any cherry tree – fruit

that I asked for the recipe. Soon after my return, I

bearing, ornamental or wild cherry bushes. Our

tried the recipe and will share it with you.

Westminster Canterbury campus has at least a dozen

You pour a full bottle of wine in a jar, add 50

ornamental cherry trees with thousands of leaves. My

cherry tree leaves cut in pieces, and half a cup

contribution to defoliation is just about nil.

of sugar. After two weeks of soaking, you

Because the leaves come from the Westminster

remove the leaves and voila – you have a

Canterbury campus, I have given my concoction

wonderful drink.

the name Chateau Westminster. A popular drink

The recipe called for red wine and I decide to

among my friends who, I know, will be pleased

try it with white. Served chilled, the white wine is

that with spring now here, I am ready to handle

just as wonderful. I use ordinary table wine from

the 2020 vintage.

Kroger Grocery Store (you do not use high quality

Washington Friends And Neighbors
continued from page 13
convicted of conspiracy, burglary and illegal

fact, even though we shared the private road, I

wiretapping and sentenced to a 20-year prison

don’t think I ever saw any of the Liddys.

term in 1973. Jimmy Carter reduced the sentence

All these years later, what has happened to my

to eight years, and in 1977 he was released after

three criminals? I ran across General Turner’s

serving only four and a half years.

obituary (died 1 January 1997 at 83 years). Rita is

Freed from prison, he bought the Allen Drury

still in California, 72 years old now. G. Gordon

house. I don’t think he intended to “hole up”

Liddy is 89 and living somewhere, probably not in

because he used his notoriety to write a book, do

the Allen Drury house…

the lecture circuit, even do a little acting. His exemployer, President Nixon, had once called him

NOTE: I owe big thanks to Google for supplying

“the most dangerous man in America,” and he

the dates and court details for my story. If you

probably figured this kept him safe from unwanted

care for more information regarding my criminals,

intrusion. We were not neighborly neighbors. In

I urge you to consult your Google.
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Kendall And The PDDA
by Kendall Sydnor

I

’m not a suspense writer, so I’ll tell you

all my life. I just wasn’t expecting the smell of

now: PDDA is military jargon for

Lysol® with the PDDA.

“power driven decontamination apparatus.” I

My PDDA’s previous assignment had been

met my first PDDA on a United States Air Force

to use a Lysol-based solution to decontaminate

test and evaluation range at Elgin AFB, Florida,

a field bombed from the air by a live biological

in 1966.

agent. The Air Force had hoped this chemical

The PDDA, described as a decontamination

would deny access to an area (called “area

kit, had as its main part a centrifugal pump

denial”), but it lacked the desired persistency to

powered by a Jeep motor mounted on a trailer.

become part of the Air Force’s arsenal. My

Its function was to shower soldiers exposed to

sergeant said to me, “You’re right, lieutenant,

alpha radiation particles, biological agents, and

we bought Lysol by the 55-gallon drum.”

chemical weapons. Accessories included

My team never unpacked the personnel

collapsible water storage tanks, hoses galore,

decontaminating station because that wasn’t our

canvas partitions, lots of nozzles and fittings

job; we were cleaning the test range where a

and its field manual. A quick glance at the

biological agent bomb had hit. We spray-

enlisted men on my little team helped me

cleaned acres of grassy Florida bombing range.

understand why someone had given me this

The PDDA was used to clean the bombing

assignment – they needed a person who could

range in preparation for another test.

read the manual and write reports.
The first time I saw the PDDA, its

After Elgin AFB, my next assignment took
me to Osan, Korea. I hardly gave my

appearance reminded me of a ragtag circus

decontamination training and experience any

dipped in military olive-drab paint on the way

thought until March 2020, when a nasty little

to another performance. But the lasting

novo virus confined the entire United States

impression came from its odor. It took several

population to quarters.

sniffs to identify a household name I had known
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Walking Isle Royale
by Bill Young
(Written in 1991)

S

ure it’s a cliché, but a journey – a walk

States, alas, are increasingly geared to serving

– still begins with but a single step.

the automobile visitor. But they have to take

Only thing is, it sometimes takes a certain

that tack; they get so many people entering their

amount of work to get to the point of that all-

boundaries in just a single day that they have to

important first step.

pump them all through, one more car, one more

So the walk had better be worth it;
otherwise, you may not make the effort.
Over the years, I guess I’ve taken thousands

group, down the macadam channel. Not so at
Isle Royale. Remoteness has its advantages.
This idyllic place bans all wheeled traffic,

of walks, and I must say I’ve enjoyed virtually

even bicycles, and consists of mile after mile

all of them. Whether it’s a brief couple of miles

(166 miles at last count) of footpaths, some

around the neighborhood, or an all-day affair

easy, some moderate, and all designed for

involving double-digit distances, walking

individual walking/hiking pleasure. And, being

remains a favorite pastime. But my most

an island planted in the midst of a relatively

memorable walk involved over a thousand miles

underpopulated part of the country, it therefore

of driving and a four-hour ferry trip. Which

takes some serious, planned doing just to get

may sound like an ecologically unsound way to

there to enjoy all those meandering trails.

take a walk, but believe me when I say it was
worth it.
This adventure revolves around Isle Royale,

Geologically speaking, Isle Royale consists
of a roughly 45- by 9-mile mass of rock that
pokes above the surface of the largest of the

perhaps the least-known of all the national

Great Lakes. Geographically, mapmakers

parks within the continental United States. True,

consider it a part of the state of Michigan,

you too probably haven’t heard of it, but Isle

although it could just as easily be a section of

Royale, situated in the upper reaches of chilly

Minnesota, or even Canada, its nearest neighbor

Lake Superior, does exist, and it caters – to the

(only 15 miles separate it from the Canadian

exclusion of all other forms of transportation –

mainland, but that’s another story). Over the

to the dedicated walker.

eons, enough soil has been created that the

Most of the national parks in the United
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island supports splendid, towering forests of

nearby highway. Not so on Isle Royale. You

both hard and soft woods. And so the walking

would have to stick exclusively to the shortest,

is not unlike that which you’d experience

most popular trails to meet up with other

throughout much of the eastern United States:

visitors, and, since the closest mainland is some

leaf and needle-carpeted paths that march along

15 miles away, you will never encounter the

the ridges of low mountains, or that curl down

usual noises of grinding gears, screeching

through shady ravines. Not Alpine hiking by

brakes, boom boxes or an ORV tearing through

any standard, but more akin to many stretches

the underbrush.

of the Appalachian Trail (AT).
So what separates Isle Royale, this admitted

But do your planning carefully. It’s a short
season at Isle Royale – roughly Memorial Day

small chunk of rock, trees, and paths from the

to Labor Day – and the rest of the time it’s

rather more majestic (2,000 miles) Appalachian

uninhabited except for the resident animal

Trail? In you live in the East – as I do – why

population. After Labor Day, Arctic cold starts

drive all that distance to do your walking when

setting in, the lake – at least up there – grows

the AT is much closer by, much more accessible?

even more frigid, preparatory to freezing over,

The answer lies in the nature of the place.

and human use of the island ceases until the late

“Splendid isolation” may well be the operative

spring thaws and more manageable weather.

phrase. Only on the rarest of occasions do you

Remarkably, during that entire but brief three-

walk for any distance on the Appalachian Trail

to four-month use period, the island receives

without encountering other hikers. The AT is

only about the same number of people that

popular, and deservedly so. Let me take nothing

Yellowstone Park endures in a single day. And

away from it – I have hiked considerable

most of these island visitors are crowded, so to

sections of it and enjoyed the experience

speak, into the tail end of July and the first

immensely. Nevertheless, although it’s called a

week of August. Plus, with no cars, no trucks,

wilderness corridor through the over-populated

no bikes, trikes, scooters, blade runners or

east, you can never really escape civilization,

anything else with wheels, all is peace and

even if it’s just an annoying auto horn on a
continued on page 16
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Walking Isle Royale
continued from page 15
tranquility for the walker. Even the “crowded”

this middle-aged urban traveler, even more

weeks of July and August mean, at most, a

pleasurable. Since distance, relatively speaking,

hundred or so visitors spread over 210 square

is never a real consideration on this island

miles. Not a bad situation if you want to get

setting, you can set out each morning, pick up a

away from it all.

brand-new trail, and have at it for the day. With

Long hikes with no signs whatsoever of the

a minimum of planning and pacing, you’re back

workaday world – enough to make even the

at the lodge, 20 or so good miles later, properly

most tight-lipped walker wax poetic. And every

bushed and looking forward to a tasty meal and

so often a glimpse of vast Lake Superior to

the next day’s walking.

remind you of your very remoteness. Remote,

Of the many hikes I took, my personal

yes; lonely, no. Being an island, the terrain

favorite, and the one I returned to several times

changes constantly, going from low-lying bogs

instead of exploring new paths, was a simple

to dry level stretches to an occasional sharp

one, close to the lodge and easy walking. It took

climb that culminates in a sweeping vista. Who

me over a trail of rocks and moss, bordered by

can get lonely when, ‘round the next bend, there

bogs, forest and lake shore, and finally led to a

may well be a luxuriant crop of thimbleweed

sloping point that looked out over Lake

and maybe a moose and her calves browsing?

Superior and several surrounding, smaller

Or maybe a clump of brilliant blue wild irises,

islands.

blooming in all their glory during the short,

Called the Stoll Trail, the footpath winds

intense growing season. A grove of sparkling

out to Scoville Point for a distance of several

white birches, silent sentinels, witnesses to the

miles. It branches off here and there for a point

solitary travelers who hike the miles and miles

of interest or a special view, and ultimately

of trails that crisscross this fascinating island.

loops so you can return by a route different

My own experience on Isle Royale took a

from the one you started with. Or, put another

week and consisted of daily walks, sunup to

way, a walk with endless variations. But even if

sundown. Although perfectly adequate

you repeated every single step, both going and

campsites dot the island, a first-quality lodge,

coming, it would never be the same. The light

along with some housekeeping cabins, and a

alters as the sun moves through the sky. A slight

good restaurant, make the nights, at least for

shift in the breeze and the air gets fresher,
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cooler. Because you’re on a point of land, you

around for the last three days. The sun’s

can see Lake Superior most of the time and it

certainly warm enough. Maybe a few pages…

changes with every step, every glimpse. Now

maybe a quick doze…

blue, now gray, cold and forbidding in its vast

And then the walk back. You become aware

expanses. Limpid waves softly lap the shoreline,

– without being aware of so doing – of sounds.

but you know they could quickly change to

Not the sounds of civilization, but the

smashing breakers with virtually no notice. The

humming, buzzing, splashing, whistling,

water feels absolutely frigid if you wiggle a

twittering, sighing, aspirating sounds of – what

finger in it, yet somehow looks warm and

is it? Yes, that’s it, nature. You walk with a

inviting in small, protective coves.

lighter, quieter step. No need to disturb this

Scoville Point tempts even the most

cacophonous symphony. You realize your ears

inveterate walker to stop and stretch out. You

hear a little more keenly, your senses transmit

want to do 22 miles today? No matter! Stop for

information a little more sharply. What you

a minute, soak up the warmth on the sun-

didn’t see or hear that first day you arrived at

drenched rocks and rest. Plenty of time to do

this wondrous place now you see and hear

that remaining 20 or so with all the inland trails

plainly. The walks have changed you, and this

that pick up from Scoville Point. Study the tiny,

one in particular. Maybe not for all time and all

bright flowers that have miraculously rooted

situations, but for right now you’re in tune.

themselves to the gray stone. Here’s a vein of

When’s the last time that happened?

copper you can follow with the naked eye

Like all good things, the week draws to a

(during the 19th century, Isle Royale was

close and the ferry carries you back to the

originally inhabited by miners hoping to extract

mainland. Then the thousand or so miles of

riches from the copper deposits found

driving back home. Lots of good walks awaiting

throughout the region. They never succeeded,

you there, too. But – here’s the good news – you

although the copper is there, just not in

can carry it all back with you. Memory can

quantities sufficient for the wealth they had

bring back Scoville Point when you want it. Yes,

envisioned). Maybe pull out that dog-eared

it took some doing to get there and, yes, it was

paperback mystery novel you’ve been toting

worth it.
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Grandmother And Her Rose Covered Bed
by Fran Sutherland
Written for my nieces and nephews, Shirley Lynde’s grandchildren
It was 2 o’clock on a warm and beautiful spring afternoon when the heavens opened, and a
huge shower of rose petals fell from the sky. Never mind that the pilot hadn’t gotten it quite
right and most of the petals fell on neighboring residential homes. “That darned wind,” said
some. “Never mind,” said others; it was a beautiful and touching gesture to honor those that lie
here in this cemetery.
Garden Day at the Old City Cemetery, Lynchburg, Virginia, April 19, 2005.

A

“grave garden,” a “rehabilitated

sporting ladies (as they were called in those days}

19th century garden cemetery,” –

contributed to a diverse history that transcended

phrases used to describe Old City Cemetery, a

time and made enormous contributions to the

centerpiece of the history and culture of

character of Lynchburg as it was then and as we

Lynchburg for the last 200 years. Established in

know it today.

1806, Lynchburg’s civic, business and religious

The next stop would be the Confederate

leaders were the first to be buried in its first acre

Section, which contains the graves of over 2,200

of land. It also became the first and only

Confederate soldiers killed in the Civil War.

cemetery open to African Americans until 1885

Although many Union soldiers were buried there

and is an important legacy of Lynchburg’s black

as well, they were later removed and re-interred at

history, as well as that of its white citizens.

the National Cemetery in Petersburg. Central to

Three-quarters of all buried here are African

the Confederate section is a memorial obelisk and

American. It is a Virginia Historic Landmark on

a domed speaker’s belvedere. A stone wall-bench

the National Register of Historic Places.

surrounds a portion of this memorial and you may

If you take a guided tour of Old City

sit there while your guide tells you about the

Cemetery today, you would most likely meet your

customs and rituals of honoring the dead in the

guide at the gates of the oldest section. As you

Victorian Age.

stroll through the park-like setting, reading

And, now, a little suspension of disbelief if you

tombstones and listening to the history of the

will: Let us say it is a warm spring morning.

times, you would learn that Lynchburg has a long

Although last evening’s rain has ended, a hazy fog

history of a highly educated and accomplished

still lies on the ground and drifts upward softly

African American community. Pastors, educators,

and gently as it burns in the morning sun. You are

musicians, artists, business people and, yes, even

listening to your tour guide tell you about the Civil
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War dead, but your concentration begins to

expressed funeral art in very symbolic forms. They

wander. You become aware of a dark figure

added elements to their gravestones and

seeming to float in the fog, moving slowly and

monuments such as weeping willow trees, urns,

sadly around the tombstones and rose bushes,

roses, and garlands and angels. The sleeping lamb,

touching one here, another there. You can’t see her

symbolic of children taken away too early, was

face for the large black bonnet, but suddenly you

widely used. Other symbolic elements in sculpture

are puzzled – something seems not quite right here.

might be a bed headboard girded in flowers, or a

Then almost as quickly you relax and smile ¬– it is

musical instrument such as a harp with a broken

only Grandmother reprising one of her favorite

string. During garden week in 2005, your

roles as a bereaved civil war widow.

Grandmother created a bed covered in white and

Dressed in a black Victorian gown, perhaps

pastel roses with the initials R.I.P. (Rest in Peace)

with white collar and cuffs to indicate her

displayed in roses across the headboard, and a

particular period of grief, she comes forward and

flower-covered harp with a broken string. These

explains the life of a widow in Victorian times--

two creations were displayed in front of the fence-

how she must dress, her conduct and behavior, the

enclosed graveyard of the well-known Langley

different stages of mourning, and when she would

Family (of the sporting life).

be released from mourning to return to rebuilding

As you continue through Old City Cemetery

her life. Unless the widow was rich, she would

you will come to the Pest House Medical Museum.

have had only one good dress, which was worn for

This two-room building recreates Lynchburg’s

church and public appearances. That dress would

House of Pestilence during the Civil War, which

now be dyed black and she might be described as

housed soldiers suffering from smallpox, a dreaded

wearing her “widow’s weeds,” a term I was told

disease that is now eradicated. One room recreates

that came from the noxious weed used to dye her

the very primitive hospital and the other the office

dress. Furthermore, the poor lady had to wear that

of Dr. John Jay Terrell.

dress for TWO whole years. Now I have not heard

Dr. Terrell, a Quaker, was a young civil war

of how men grieved for a loved one but, boy-o-

doctor who discovered the wretched conditions

boy, you can believe that it was nothing like what

of the pest house and offered his services at a

the ladies had to endure!!!

time when the only people who would attend to

Victorians loved the romance of emotion and

continued on page 20
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Grandmother And Her Rose Covered Bed
continued from page 19
these very ill patients were the nuns from the
nearby Catholic Church. Medical care and

Grandmother Lynde’s white graduation dress.
Finally, you must visit the herd of goats. They

standards of cleanliness were virtually non-

are slowly eating their way through a maze of

existent, and most patients with smallpox died.

undergrowth on the one remaining hilly section

Dr. Terrell initiated reforms that involved

not yet reclaimed from years of neglect. The goats

primarily hygienic standards and reduced the

will eventually eat up all the weeds and ground

death toll from 50 percent to 5 percent.

cover and not tear up the soil while doing so.

Just beside the Pest House Museum is “Mr.

Afterwards, the cemetery crew can begin to gently

Cato’s Rose Garden.” Mr. Cato was a renowned

explore the ground to see what graves and

antique rose expert, who upon his death, left his

markers there might be… and possibly discover

rare collection of roses to Grandmother and Mrs.

more interesting stories.

Jane White. Both Grandmother and Mrs. White

And last, but certainly not least, we would not

felt the collection too valuable to be placed in

want the goats, another major contribution, to go

private hands and they created “Mr. Cato’s Rose

unacknowledged. Their end-product, “Billy

Garden” so that all visitors to the cemetery might

Doux”, that much maligned but appreciated

enjoy this collection. Grandmother was also

substance that makes the roses and gardens grow

among a group responsible for recreating the

so beautifully in the Cemetery is also an item in

garden of Lynchburg’s famed African American

the gift shop—so that your roses also may thrive.

poet, Anne Spencer (1882-1975).
There are other museum buildings throughout
the cemetery: The Hearse House and Caretaker’s

Editor’s Note:
The last two weeks of May is the best time

Museum, the Station House Museum and the

to travel the short distance from Westminster

chapel and columbarium. The Cemetery Center

Canterbury to Old City Cemetery (OCC) to satisfy

houses a museum of 19th-century mourning

that longing to “smell the roses.” This spring, in

customs and artifacts, burial records and a gift

compliance with the governor’s executive orders

shop. There is also a revolving exhibit of various

53 and 55, OCC is closed until June 11. You can

collections. A recent exhibit called “Common

view some of the 400-year-old garden roses online

Threads” exhibited 100 years of women’s

by visiting www.gravegarden.org.

fashions. Among the exhibit was your Great
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Book Reviews

Nature Sets the Stage
In These Two Atmospheric Reads
by Connie C. Sowa

I

f you enjoy atmospheric novels, full of

with their own back story to tell. From chapter

visual descriptions that create a

to chapter, the reader slips into the stream of

backdrop of moodiness surrounding the

each storyline and glides along the twists and

plotline, then you might enjoy Once Upon A

bends that Setterfield creates. Always in the

River by Diane Setterfield and/or Into the Trees

background is the river Thames, acting as both

by Robert Williams. Nature, however, is the

setting and character, a force in the everyday

only element that ties these two reads together.

lives of its neighbors.

Otherwise, each book has its own story to
reveal.
Once Upon a River is the eerily mystic story

Setterfield’s languid prose evokes
descriptions of the natural world, adding to the
overall story-telling quality of this tale. “There

of a mute child who captivates the local

are stories that are told aloud, and stories that

townspeople after she’s seemingly brought back

must be told in whispers, and there are stories

from the dead. A near-drowned stranger

that are never told at all,” begins one chapter.

stumbles into the Swan Tavern, bedraggled and

Once Upon a River is a deeply satisfying read,

near death, carrying a child who appears

and a strong foretaste of more enchanting

already dead. Despite the girl’s corpse-like state,

stories to come from this gifted writer.

however, the local nurse, Rita, discovers a pulse.

Robert Williams’ Into The Trees is a

Thus, the mystery begins. Who is the child?

thoroughly contemporary novel in which the

What happened to the stranger and girl? How is

forest witnesses the rawness of humanity.

it possible that she comes back to life?

Newborn Harriet Norton won’t stop crying,

Gothic in feel, this Dickensian-like tale

and her parents, Ann and Thomas, are close to

meanders along the river Thames over a

insanity trying to figure out how to help her. A

hundred years ago. Setterfield informs the reader

chance drive deep into the Bleasdale forest miles

from the get-go that storytelling, like the river,

from their suburban home brings calm to the

can wander off in different directions. Three

infant. Soon the Norton’s sell their town house

separate families lay claim to the child, each

continued on page 22
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Book Reviews

Nature Sets the Stage
In These Two Atmospheric Reads
continued from page 21
and set up home in an isolated barn deep in this

constantly watching the streets, the bus queues,

forest. Peace settles in on the little family until

bars and backrooms hoping they will offer up

one night seven years later, a group of men

something we can steal, run away with and

comes through the trees and disrupts the

scribble down…Truth and reality only work in

Nortons’ lives forever.

fiction when they contribute to the fictional

This is not a horror or crime story, but one

story – when they sustain the lie the writer is

that delves into the morality of thought and

constructing in an attempt to tell the truth.”

deed; human foibles and the psychological

Into the Trees is a good example of his

subtleties caused by them. It begs the question:

philosophy for every aspect is believable. You

how do we handle what life deals out to us? As

may walk away after reading this asking

an author, Williams does a lovely job focusing

yourself, “what would I do if I were in

equally on the influences of good and evil. His

Thomas’s, Ann’s or Raymond’s shoes in this

main character, Thomas, a bank manager,

story?”

befriends Raymond, a lonely farm laborer,
through their mutual love of nature.
Meanwhile, Thomas’ restless and bored

Some readers may find the conclusion
unsatisfying, even anti-climactic. Yet, isn’t that
how life is? The forest doesn’t give up its secrets

wife, Ann, finds both strength and purpose

nor does it provide warning either – it just is.

when confronted by the psychological violence

How these characters respond to the events they

thrust upon her family. Williams’ lyrical

experience is what carries you to the end, no

composition coupled with reality of plot draws

matter how temporal it may appear. In the end,

the reader into what many might believe are

the forest too may be seen as simply

actual stories ripped from newspaper headlines.

commonplace.

In a blog entitled, “The Tricky Business of
Storytelling,” Williams tells us that fiction
writers do often use real world stories. “We are

Both books are available in paperback or as
a download to your e-reader.
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Strickler Library Notes
New Additions | March 2020
Compiled by Martha Wilson
(In No Particular Order)
Thanks to a donation from Lynchburg Public Library of a large number of
gently used large print (LP) books, library patrons will find many new titles
in LP fiction, LP biography and LP general non-fiction.
Throughout the library, mysteries are being marked with a green “Mystery”
spine label and shelved with general fiction.

In the Midst of Winter
Isabel Allende (F A432i)
A novel: The lives of three people intersect
during a Brooklyn snowstorm. Themes of
immigration and the meaning of home.

The High Tide Club
Mary Kay Andrews (F A568h)
A novel: Old friends confront new love, old
secrets and a long unsolved murder.

A Dangerous Man
Robert Crais (F C887d)
A thriller: Elvis Cole and Joe Pike uncover a
twisted tale of abduction and murder.

Agent Running In The Field
John LeCarre (F L456a)
A novel: Agent runner Nat is called back to the
job in present day British Secret Intelligence
Agency.

A Better Man: A Chief Inspector Gamache
Louise Penny (F P416b)
A novel: Gamache tries to locate a missing
woman as catastrophic floods threaten.

The Chef
James Patterson (F P317c)
A thriller: New Orleans police detective Caleb
Rooney is also a celebrity food truck chef.

Secret Justice
James Huston (F H947s)
A thriller with high stakes courtroom drama
written by the son of a Westminster Canterbury
resident.

A Minute To Midnight
David Baldacci (F B175m)
A thriller: An FBI agent investigates her twin
sister’s abduction.

The Secret Chord
Geraldine Brooks (F B873s)
Historical fiction: The life of Biblical King
David vividly imagined.

By Invitation Only
Dorothea Benton Frank (F F828b)
A low country South Carolina tale of a young
couple from opposite ends of the social
spectrum as they plan their wedding.

